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nqatwe dominant culture messages such as, text which does not reflect 

the cdtural make up of the edmtianal setting, mowracial teaching staff 

and mono-cultural curriculum. The study also suggests practices which 

teachers can undertake in the classroom to support therr ESL srudents 

natntenance of a positive view of themselves culturally. The study is 

dawded m t ~  three major M i o m :  the method, findings and the analysis 

of the findings ("Competing Voioesm). tn the method section I review what 

was dane in the study. trow if was done and why In the findings I briefly 

intergfet am3 discuss themes from the interview transcripts that relate to 

"internafized" racism- In the analysis of findings I survey existing 

research related to *internalizedm racism and discuss its relevance to my 

research. i then exptoce tS-te Was of social theorists, Foucault, BakMin 

and h i r e  to create an interpretive framework for 'better understanding 

the chiictrens' comments. 

The theorists" ideas as they relate to my interpretive framework 





CONSTRUCTING THE STORY 
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research, vaiidity and reliability are impitant (Le Cornpte, Goetz, 1982 ) 

Extenaf and internal validity are concerned with determining the 

extent to which the researcher's conclusions reflect the observed 

'"reality? Externat vaiidity is the degree to which the findings can be 

apgdied to other srtwtions. Sixteen volunteers participated in the study, 

m ~ q ~ r e M i y  it is rifiiiicuti $0 generalize the findings wiih such a malt 

number of volunteers. Generaiizing to other situations is questionable 

even if I had had a greater number of volunteers. The purpose of a case 

study is to provide a detailed account of how participants view 

rhemseives and their world, "not to know what is generally true of the 

many" (Merriarn, 1988, p. 173). Only working hypotheses, not 

conciusions can be transferred to other case studies that have been 

studied in equally great detail (Merriam, 1988). Inextricably linked to 

- vaiidiji - is reiiabitity- Rdiatritity refers to the degree to which the fifidings 

can be replicated. Reliability in case study research is problematic. 

Human behavior is con5iniiatiy changing; consequently there can never 

be a single reality that can be studied repeatedly with the same results. It 

would be very difficult for anyone to replicate the study given my 

personat relationship with the participants, the teachers of the 

participants and the schools' administrations. For the purpose of this 

study the dependability of the findings is best discovered through 

expbring mtions of int~nal validity. 

Internal validity refers to the degree to which "scientific 

&sewations and measurements are authentic representations of some 
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realify" (Le Compte. Goetz, 1982, p. 32). Five strategies a researcher 

can use to ensure internal validity are: 1) clarifying the researchers' 

world view and theoretical assumptions; 2) making long term 

observation at the research site: 3) using interviews, observations and 

artifacts in order to gain a well rounded understanding of the situation to 

arrive at a plausible explanation of the phenomenon (triangulation); 4) 

asking co'rieagues to comment on findings; 5) taking interpretations of 

ififormation back to participants (member checks) and asking them if the 

results are plausible (Merriam, 1988). 

The following sections of the "method" are written as a narrative. 

My description of the "method" in part parallels the five strategies 

previously mentioned to ensure internal validity. Written within the step 

by step description of why and how the study was organized I chronicle 

my thoughts and feelings using these strategies. I have written the thesis 

using a variety of "voices". In the method section specialized vocabulary 

is used sparsely but changes as the study progresses towards the 

findings and the analysis of the findings. In part, the change from 

descriptive to technical, theoretical English reflects an effecient way of 

description that "simpter" English cannot convey. The shift also reflects 

the words of the theorists I'm using and with their words their authority. 

There is a slight irony in my writing style, as it is one of my criticisms in 

the analysis of findings that when certain speech types are privilged 

others are diminished. Consequently, I have attempted to convey the 

study in a simple and accurate writing style that recognizes the 
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Importance of the contributions of various social theorists. The 

discussion of the study begins with an outline of the two schools' 

demographics. "fnternalized" racism is defined and tied into who I am as 

the investigator and some of my teaching experiences. i then articulate 

the process of determining the themes within the interviews and the 

participants' and my own readion to the member checks. The method 

section concludes with a brief description of the primary theorists used in 

the Analysis of the Findings and an explanation as to why I have used 

them. 

Backaround Information on Particioants' Schools 

The sixteen Chinese students who participated in the study were 

selected from Wo elementary schw!s in the Richmond School DIstrid. 

In order to ensure participants' confidentiality I have labelled the schools 

"An and "B". The schoots share similar demographics although there are 

some differences in terms 05 school services offered to students. 

School "A" as of February 1996, has a student population of three 

hundred and eight students. Under school "A's" administrative umbrella 

is the *Centren. The Centre is a district resource program for 

behaviouraiiy challenged students. As well there is a primary annex 

serving fifty-two students. The annex is focated approximately five blocks 

north of school "A". 

According to student population information at school "A" over the 
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last five y e m  there has been a stow but steady increase of students who 

speak either Cantonese or Mandarin at home. This increase appears to 

reflect a change from a iargeiy white neighborhood to an increasingly 

raciaily diverse community. The largest visible minority population in 

school "A's7' area is of Chinese ancestry. This is reflected in the school, 

in which this group accounts for one hundred and fifteen students or 

thirty-two percent of the school population (School " A  Language 

Census, 1996). Seventy-six students of Chinese descent are presently 

requiring "pull out" ESL assistance. The two predominant Chinese 

cultural groups at the school are from Hong Kong and Taiwan. Until two 

years ago, those from Hong Kong were numerically dominant in the 

school at large, as well as within the participating ESL population. 

Within the last two years, however, there has been a significant increase 

in the numbers of students from Taiwan, the majority attending ESL 

classes (Schooi "8" Language Census, i996). 

Cultural recognition of these two groups and other ethnic 

minorities by the school has for the most part been left to individual 

teachers. Recognition has largely rested on the celebration of various 

cultural festivals. During the 3992193 school year, the staff designated 

"We are the Worldn as the school theme for the 1993194 school term. 

Within the context of this theme, teachers were to focus on the socio- 

cultural commonatities shared amongst the various cultural groups in 

the school. Intermediate teachers planned common units under this 

theme. In the last two years there has been no "Mutticultural" theme in 
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the schml. Recognition of students from various cuiturai groups has 

again been left to individual teachers. 

The cultural and gender make up of the staff at school "A" and its 

annex is fairly uniform. Except for one of the school's 'two custodians, 

who is of Asian ancestry, ail employees (the administration, teaching 

staff, dassroom assistants and child care workers) are of European 

ancestry. At school " A  there are twenty three teachers (eighteen 

females), six classroom assistants, (female) and five support staff or child 

care workers at the "Centre", (four females). There are Wo administrative 

officers, the Principal (male) and the Vice-Principal (female). Although 

the administrative officers at school " A  are legally responsible for the 

administration of the annex, it is in effect administered by a Head teacher 

who is responsible for the two teachers and students. The Head teacher 

and the two "regular" teachers are females of European ancestry 

A parent group has been formed as part of the support to the staff 

and school. Although membership periodically changes it is made up of 

a racially mixed group of parents who meet regularly and involve 

themseives in a number of activities to support students, teachers 

and administrators. 

School " B  is somewhat similar to school " A  in its student and 

staff demographics. The largest visible minority population in school 
"a' n , s catchment are? are pwpk of Chinese ancestry. Scho~! "S" s e w s  

a student population ~f fsur hundred and fifty students. One hundred 

and fifty-five of these students (thirty-four percent ) are listed by their 



parents as having "Chinese" as their first language. Eighty-nine of 

these students require "putt out" ESt assistance. Similar to school "A," 

tt7e majority of school "B's" Chinese population (ninety-six students) 

listed their birth piace as Hong Kong. Unlike school "A", however, only 

three listed their piam of birth as f aiwan. 

The teaching s W  i5i ~ ~ 3 7 0 0 1  "B" are comprised of twenty teachers 

(fifteen females) and six class room assistants. There are two 

administrative officers, the Principal (female) and the Vice-Principal 

(male). Three of the teaching staff are of Japanese ancestry, the 

remaining seventeen teachers are of European ancestry. 

Similar to school "A", school "B" has a racially mixed parent group 

that involves itself in a number of activitiss to support students' 

educational goals. 

"Internalized" Racism and Mv Role as Researcher 

"Internalizedn racism as defined by Anzaldua (1990, p. 226) 

... means the introjecting from the dominant culture, negative 

images and prejudice against outsider groups such as people of 

color and the projection of prejudice by an oppressed person 

upon another oppressed person or upon herhimself. 

In order to clearfy understand "internalizedn racism within the 

context of this study it is necessary to discuss the connection between 
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%:-A- --#:--A- rr~terria!rreu racism and my roie as researcher. i have asked 

pariicipants to disauss their innermost thoughts and feelings not only 

2but themseIvef but their cultural group. White t have taken every step 

to ensure participant wnfidentiaiity. the possibility remains that when this 

study is read it identifies an experience that may be seen as common to 

individuals in this cultural group. Consequently I feel it only fair that I 

share same sf my pixsm4 reasom for exploring "inteinatizd" sazism 

My interest in understanding "internalized" racism arose from my 

father's and my own experience growing up "internaiizing" the dominant 

cuiture's positive and negative messages about ourselves. I am a thirty 

five year old man of Mennonite ancestry. My ancestors left Kazakhstan 

a former repirbiic of the Soviet Union for Canada in 1875. Afthough 

there is no mention of intermarriage between visible ethnic minorities my 

phenotypic qualities indicate there must have been some interracial 

mixifig. My parents and sib!iqs are fair skinned zrtG have bCmde and 

light brown hair, they do not share my darker features. My racial "type" 

appears distinct f rorn theirs. 

My father grew up in a insular Mennonite farming community in 

Saskatchewan. He grew up "internalizingn the negative messages he 

perceived the dominant culture held towards non integrating 

Mennonites. These messages included perceiving Mennonites, as 

ignorant and "backwards". As a young man he moved away from his 

refigiousfy conservative community as soon as he was financially secure. 

During his adult years my father was ashamed of his origins and felt 



m f o r t & k  rft*%tng his Mertrronite ancestry. 

The OScamgan communtt)s where I spent most of my childhood 

and adolescence generafiy rntstorrk me as First Nations or South Asian. 

There were many I m f s  where South Asians spoke to me in their first 

language. A m q  groups of "whites" who did not know me it was not 

uncommon for racist slurs and threats to be made. Upon moving to a 

fwpr  c q  I found f was easily accepted by various visible minority 

groups such as, South Asians and Latin Americans. I have been in a 

cmtinuaf p4mess s4 "inte:~aiizing' the dsmiriani ciiitiire3 positive and 

negative mesa- about abut an alleged cultural f genetic history. 

3eflection on my Father's and my own history in regard to 

"internatizing* dominant culture messages about ourselves was 

stimulated by the seff deprecating remarks some of the Chinese 

students f taught made abut their culture. My in?erest in exploring 

experiences and muses of "internalizecS" racism is in part an exploration 

of my own "raciai" identity. My personal history has created a meeting 

point with the participants' experiences of "internalized" racism, 

I have been teaching English as a Second Language (ESL) in 

the Richmond S c W i  District for the past five years. Three years ago 

(1993) 1 discovered a number of disturbing attitudes; among some of the 

Chinese ESL elementary s b u l  childfen at school "An. Comments were 

made me by Chirese students in the ESi classroom in regard to their 

C(j_cljke C3f Ghkmse larggps a d  tLiejr ~vi i i i  facial group. Remark such 

a, 'Chinese isnT good, Mr. Quiring, English is better," as well as " i  hate 



being Chinese" were made by a few students. 

At that time if-ere was an increase in the Taiwan population at 

school '%"- This appeared to foster some tension bebeen students from 

Taiwan and students from Hong Kong. This tension manifested itself in 

the dassroom in a number of ways: 1) students from each group 

refused to sit and work wKn each other; 2) students from each group 

made ethnic sfitrs abut the other group; 3) Mandarin and Cantonese 

speaking students complained mutually that the other group was 

responsible for perpetuatlng negative stereotypes about Chinese 

people, "they give us a baa name" (Mandarin student referring to 

Cantonese). 

in November of 1993, I informally interviewed a number of 

students who had been involved in that particular ESL student grouping 

the previous year. i wanted to ask inem directiy what their perceptions 

were of my observations from that time. The questions and responses 

are as foiiows: 

Question: I've noticed that there were some things happening last year 
in the ESL classroom that aren't happening this year, I'm wondering if 
you can help me understand why there is a difference. Last year the 
Mandarin and Cantonese speakers did not want to sit with each other. 
Why is it that this year, both groups sit together and seem to get along 
with each other ? 

A: (Cantonese) said that the reason for students not sitting with 
each other, not liking each other was because of one girl, ,B (Mandarin) 
wRo attended the school last year. 

According to A, B was telling everyone not ts sit with the other 
group. "She was telling bad things, about the group. She was telling 
people from Taiwan not to sit with Cantonese people." Everything that 
was not good, was because of her." Another student (Mandarin) 
concurred with this. 



Question: "Last year some peopte were tetting me that they 
%oqht that the Engfish language was better than Chinese." 

When asked about the comments that have been made about 

Engfish being better, they all immediately wanted to know who had said 

such a thing. One student thought that the person who said it probably 

meant that Engfish was easier, and therefore better. Another became 

immediately animated and said, "l'tl kill him." 

Another student C. blurted out they are "bananas". 

"What do you mean by that? '' I asked. 

C: "They are yellow m the outside, white on the inside." 

Other students then asked for clarification, not having heard the term 

before. 

C : "They are Chinese who act like white people, yellow on the 

outside, white on the inside 

In order to better understand what my students were saying and 

to answer the questions that were forming about my own "racial" identity 

t enrolled in a Masters of Education program at Simon Fraser University. 

One of the courses I registered in was Qualitative Methods. It was 

during Qualitative Methods that I learned about the case study approach 

to research problems and ethnographic literature. The case study 

approach became a vehicle for me to explore "internalized" racism. The 

ethnographic literature i read provided a mirror that allowed me to 

question who I was as the investigator. it questioned my authority in 

addressing the question of "internalized" racism in the students I was 
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teaching and my impact as researcher on the findings. 

Etfinography is based on the study of how human beings interact 

and make sense of their lives (Haig-Brown, 1992). Ethnographic 

knowledge is derived through research that is best established by 

working with people in their natural setting. The ethnographer's authority 

is established by observing and spending time with the people of a given 

place (Haig-Brown, 1992). The "reality" being researched iies in the 

examination of the world by the participants and the researcher. Clifford 

(1988 p. 41) states: "It becomes necessary to conceive of ethnography 

not as the experience and interpretation of a circumscribed "other" 

reality, but rather as a cmstructive negotiation involving at least two, and 

usually more, conscious, politically significant subjects." 

The construction of the "other" reality in my study has been 

negotiated through my authority in a number d ways. My authority in the 

study begins in part through my awareness of "internalizing" dominant 

culture attitudes about my "race". I saw the participants' experiences 

- through a lens which sought to explore the messages they received 

about themselves from the dominant culture and compared it with the 

messages i heard concerning my "race". My understanding of the 

meaning of what the participants were saying was also mediated by my 

understanding of theorists, Freire, Bakhtin and Foucault. My 

presentation of the information, headings, metaphors, narraration used to 

"write up" the ~ b s e w a f i ~ m  wif! inflwnci? h m  readers interpret ihe text. 

Consequently, it is important to clarify my authority in the study for it is 
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erroneous to believe participants' comments speak for themselves. 

lnitiatinq the Study 

The Simon f raser University Ethics Committee and the Richmond 

School Board reviewed and approved the study. The Principals of both 

schooi "A" and "B" and ine six teachers of the students selected were 

notified in person of the study's objectives, questions and interview 

grouping prior to its start. 

A total of sixteen participants took part in the study. Seven 

participants were from school A ( three girls, four boys) and nine 

participants from school B (five girls, four boys). All participants were of 

Asian ancestry. Thirteen were from Hong Kong, (Cantonese speaking) 

and three were from Taiwan, (Mandarin speaking). Participants' length 

& time spent in the Canadian (Richmond) educational system ranged 

from six months to two years. The English language competency of the 

participants was at an intermediate ievei or higher as designated by The 

Richmond School District wide measuring levels, 

Prior to beginning the study I completed a pilot project in the same 

academic year with a group of four ESL students from school " A .  This 

pilot project was completed as part of the requirements for the course 

called Qualitative Research Methods. The questions posed in the pilot 

project were identical to those used in the other interviews. The findings 

from the interview have been used as part of the overall findings in this 





years wrth many 02 the " ts W am also somewhat familiar with the 

( A p n d r x  1) The @ernrssmn form was transiated try a family 

sned my ~ie~i=~=ess mr a@an~mg pamcipants after reading the 
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Trust was an im~r tan t  element in obtaining participants. All i 

could do was hope that the relationship I had cultivated over the years 

wouM be enough for them to feel comfortable sharing personal thoughts 

and feelings. Students are often guarded when discussing their 

experiences of Iiving in Canada: 

I know the kids are somewhat nauseated and suspicious when 
asked to taik abu t  coming to Canada. Through various class 
exercises they've regurgitated "safe" versions of their story a 
hundred times, they are very careful as to what they talk and don't 
talk about. fn my gut I know that they don't want to leave any 
"traiis" especially when they fear there's even the remotest chance 
their parents will find out what they've said. (Field Notes, April 
7th., 1995)(Appenbix t l ,  p. 84). 

Three participants agreed to be interviewed from school "An. I was 

disappointed I did mt get a greater response. i knew, however, that no 

number of assurances would quell some  students' concerns that their 

Canada. I was getting a little nervous that I would only have seven 

There3 a quantitative monkey on my back screaming *a total of 
seven intenriewts is sad social sciencef" I'm not sure whether to 
ask if students from another school in Richmond would like to 
patkipate. If my students are apprehensive I don't see why some 
other kids would warn to "spill their guts" to a stranger. 
(Field Wes, kpcit, I O h ,  1995.)[Appendix I t  p. 85) 

1 ailed my advisor, Cetia Haig-Brown and expressed my 

if E fett m y  were @FW in W m e s  relating to "internalized" racism. I toM 
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her f wasn't sure; she suggested soliciting participants from another 

school. 

The following day I phoned the Principal, (May, 4th., 1995) at 

school "B. I had previously worked at school "B" and had maintained 

my relationship with many of the staff. I briefly explained the goals of the 

study and we agreed to meet to discuss the project in more detail. 

During the meeting the principal agreed to let his school participate in 

the study as long as stag and studmts were comfortable participating. A 

meeting was held on May 12th., at school "B" with the Vice-Principal, 

atso an ESL instructor, and the full time ESL instructor to review the 

objectives of the study, the criterion for selecting participants, 

confidentiality concerns, the study questions and the "member checks" to 

follow. The three intermediate teachers of the ESL students were 

informed of the nature of the study by the Vice-Principal and the ESL 

teacher. I was told by the ESL instructor that the teachers had agreed to 

have their students participate in the study if any students were 

interested. Scheduiing a group meeting with all three teachers proved 

difficult because of conflicting timetables. Consequently, I met with two of 

the three teachers, outlined the nature of the study and answered 

questions in regard to the type of questions being asked. t met with the 

55irb tesck: a few &9ys iatw and ~ M r i  the iiaiilre cd ihe study an6 i k  

d!fficu!ties many ESL students faced a@usting to Canadian life. The 

three teachers of the potential participants were comfortable with the 

study and agreed to participate. The Vice-Principal and the ESL 
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instructor handed out the translated permission fo! ms to their ESL 

students and explained the goals and process of the studv to them. A 

few weeks passed, interested students handed back their permission 

forms and an interview date was set, June 4th., 1995. Surprisingly, there 

were nine respondents, two more than from the school where I was 

working. I felt embarrassed. i felt strongly that I had a trusting 

relationship with the students I taught. I cannot escape my authority as 

teacher and it seems the students I teach can't either. Trust oniy goes so 

far As weti, it is perhaps my anonymity as interviewer and a more 

effective delivery of information about the study to students by the 

teachers of school "EY that account for the greater response. 

The intervjews 

My approach to research is to see researchers as 

cmversationalists and Interviews as dialogues rather than a process of 

extracting information. The interviews took place in the schools of the 

respective students during class time. The interviews were conducted in 

English using a semi-structured interview guide. A semi structured 

interview allowed me to respond to situations as they arose and also 

allowed for some parameters in which the dialogue could take place. 

The general questions were therefore continually supplemented by 

reflective questions to stimulate deep discussion. The questions used in 
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the interviews were: 

1. Can you tell if someone is from Hong Kong if they are visiting Taiwan and 
vice versa? How? How did you iearn this? What about here in Canada? 

2. Are you happy that people in Hong Kong and Taiwan are choosing Canada 
as their new home? 

3. After 1997 if the Chinese government is good to people in Hong Kong do 
you think many people will want to move back ? Why? 

4. If you had a magic wand and could change anything about Canadians what 
wouid it be? 

5. If you could create your own school what would it look like in terms of 
teachers, things you learned, books? 

6. If you could, would you have Chinese ( Mandarin or Cantonese) taught to 
everyone in the school? Why or why not? 

The interview questions were meant to access the thoughts and feelings 

of the participants in relation to their perceptions of people from Hong Kong and 

Taiwan and their experience of living in Canada. 1 hoped that in response to 

these questions students would comment about "internalized racism. 

Prior to each group interview participants were reminded they did not 

have to participate in the study, they could withdraw from the interview process 

at anytime and muid refuse to answer any question. A group interview format 

was cnosen over individual in te~ews for several reasons. In the past when I 

Rave conducted informat interviews in the classroom students have appeared 

more relaxed in a group interview rather than a one to one interview. It has also 

been my experience that group interviews stimulate a greater number of 



responses as students listen and respond to each others' experiences and 

ideas. Interviews at school "A" were completed in an empty classroom. 

lnterviews at school "W were held in an empty library behind room separators. 

My perception of the tone of the interviews, except for one, was 

relaxed. Many participants at various times in the interview would make 

jokes about each other or the comments someone had made. The one 

group of girls I interviewed at school "6," however, appeared shy. At the 

beginning of the interview only one or two of the five participants spoke, 

and only in short, "yes", "no" or similarly muted responses. I was unsure 

how to get them to relax, after a few questions other participants joined in 

on the conversation although responses to questions were often short. I 

was also aware that the participants might censor or share information 

based on who they perceived me to be. I am not sure how to account for 

the girls' reluctance to speak other than to say I was a man they did not 

know asking them personal questions. Interestingly, some participants 

had questions regarding their perception of my ancestry. 

Many participants wanted to know where I was born, what 

ranguages did I speak, had I been an ESL student, where exactly were 

my ancestors from. These questions were often asked near the end of 

tbe interviews when I had run out of questions and had asked if they had 

any for me. My "race" appeared important to some of the participants. 

Many of the participants did not see me as "Canadiann. One participant 

asked if "Canadians" liked me as a child: 

G: What about the Canadian did they like you? 
Q: Did they like me? How do you mean? 
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G: Like, you are black hair and black skin and the Canadians are white 
skin and they got gold hair or that then they saw you and they like, they 
hate Chinese and they hate, you know they hate black skin. 
Q: Well when I was growing up, sometimes I had the same things that 
happen to you, people shouting at me and people kind of, when I was 
your age kind of not liking me cause of that [color] 
F: But you are black people? 
Q: Well I'm not a black person, no, but they didn't like me because of 
how I looked different from them, right? So they would kind of do the 
same things like call me names and want to fight with me and things like 
that. 

Within a few days of each focus group interview I began the task of 

transcribing the audiotapes verbatim on computer using square brackets 

to add words for clarity. I then reviewed the transcript simultaneously 

with the interview tapes. I wanted as much as possible to maintain 

accuracy of the information. During transcription I renamed all 

participants in the study by letter as a convenient way to identify 

members of a common interview group and to ensure confidentiality. 

The two interview groups from school "A" are A, B, C, D and El F and G. 

Unfortunately because of a low response for participants, group E, F and 

G were a mixed gender group, one girl "F" and two boys E and G. The 

two interview groups from school "E" were H, I, J, K (boys) and L, M, N, 0, 

P (girls). I also created an appendix found at the back of the document 

for permission forms, (Appendix I) and field notes (Appendix 11). The 
*. - 

appendices were created so that the reader has-another tool to confirm 

the validity of the material used in the study. 

The transcriptions in addition to some field notes became my 

primary information for analysis. I read each group interview transcript 
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repeatedly as f looked for thematic patterns. I began writing what I 

thought were the themes of a given section of text in the margins. Using 

masking tape I made four, six foot columns on my study floor. Each 

column had the heading af one of the interview groups, e.g., School "A" 

group one, (participants, A, 6, C, 0). I cut out the labelled thematic 

transcript sections from each interview group and placed them under 

their respective group column. I placed common themes from each 

interview group across from each other. Organizing the transcripts this 

way allowed me to see variations of common themes and absences of 

themes from particular interview groups. I wrote down what I had placed 

on the floor and described some of the characteristics of each theme 

(see Appendix, Ill). I began "playing" with the themes, collapsing some 

and discarding others. The salient themes slowly came into focus. Two 

broad categories finally emerged: feelings of exclusion of which 

"internalized" racism was a main component, and participants' 

perceptions of Hong Kong, Taiwan and "Canadian" cultures. While 

participants' perceptions of Hong Kong, Taiwan and "Canadian" cultures 

were interesting and classist attitudes towards Hong Kong and Taiwan 

cultures were expressed by participants, the "class" questions could not 

shed light on the relationship between "internalized" racism and classist 

.-,*;+a *&.- a r r r r u  ~ a .  llCtas~'~ iqiiesii~r~s did i i~ i  prom as fruitful as other aspeds of 

the inquiry In order to begh to explore if the participants had 

"internalizedn the Canadian dominant culture's attitudes about Taiwan 

and Hong Kong cu!ture's, I would need to first interview participants in 
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regard to their stttitude towards the other culture (Hong Kong f Taiwan) 

prior to their corning to Canada. Consequently only findings relating to 

"internalized" racism are discussed in the findings and the analysis of 

findings. The findings which reiate to participants' perceptions of Hong 

Kong, Taiwan and "Canadian" cultures are included for the readers 

interest. 

After i had completed categorizing the findings I went back to the 

participants for a "member check" (Guba and Lincoln, 1981). 1 wanted to 

"fed back" the themas to the pafticipants see if they felt they were 

plausible. I found this process frustrating, no interview group disagreed 

with the summarized findings or wished to alter them. The member 

checks for any of the interview groups took a maximum of fifteen minutes. 

Only one group from school "8" wished to add comments. They stated 

they felt half the teachers in public schools should be of Chinese 

ancestry and in regard to changing their physical appearance wished 

they were taller. My authority as teacher could have played a part in the 

lack of disagreement with the themes I generated but a more likely 

explanation is that they weren't interested in participating in a discussion 

which took them away from year end 'Tun" activities. Students in the last 

week of the year are often paflicipating in non academic activities such 

as art and physical education. As one student remarked during a 

member check, "It's been five minutes, can we go? (Field Notes, June 

2?th, 1995)(Appendix I f ,  p. 93). 
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Chapter 11 

RE-PRESENTING PARTICIPANTS' VIEWS 

The findings fell under two broad categories: feelings of exclusion and 

participants' perceptions of i-iong Kong, Taiwan and "Canadian" cultures. 

Participants' responses to the interview questions were most often short 

statements with few supporting ideas. I attribute their short responses in part to 

their intermediate English language level as well as their age. The participants 

were between the ages of seven and eleven, or in Piagetian terms the 

participants were at a concrete operational stage of cognitive development. 

This period is characterized by a limited ability to think and articulate in 

hypothetical terms (Evans, 1973, p. 26). Comments by participants relating to 

"internalized" racism is the focus of the study. The other category of findings, 

participants' perceptions of Hong Kong, Taiwan and "Canadian" cultures as 

mentioned in the method section are inconclusive. Nevertheless, they are 

interesting and worth mentioning. 

Briefly, many participants felt Canadians lacked a strong work ethic. The 

lack of a vigorous work ethic was felt by some participants to feed into the 

jealousy of "Canadians" towards wealthy Chinese. As well, some participants 

felt "Canadiafis" sala Chinese In Richmond as being obsessed with money. A 

number of participants saw "Canadians" as friendlier than Asians from Hong 

Kong and Taiwan. This perception of friendliness was seen as extending to the 

compassionate treatment of the elderly. In regard to Mandarin and Cantonese 
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speakers' perceptions of each other, many felt that one group could distinguish 

the other according to dress, physical characteristics and at times by behavior. 

Many participants perceived Mainland Chinese as uncaring, aggressive and 

often dressed in "old cheap clothing". 

The binding theme amongst the various forms of "internalized" racism 

was the feeling of exclusion many participants felt from ~ichmond society. The 
, . 

participants' comments broke down into three sub categories: self censor? '9 

and the privileging of particular physical and social qualities possessed by 

"Canadians", "internalizing" racist stereotypes and the desire to have greater 

cultural representation in schools at a systemic level. The threc: sub categories 

appear to be symptoms of the over arching theme of exclusion. 

Although participants were never asked, "What is a Canadian?", most of 

the participants did not refer to themselves or Canadians of Chinese ancestry 

as Canadian but as Chinese. "Canadian" for many participants appears to 

have meant "whites" living in Canada. The feeling of not being part of the 

"Canadian" norm and the desire to be part of the norm by some participants 

extended to the point where some participants privileged particular physical 

and social qualities possessed by "Canadians". "Privileging" physical and 

social qualities of another cultural group over one's own seems to involve a 

process of censoring oneself. Self censorship for those not of the dominant 

culture appears to be the end effect of "internalizing" dominant culture 

messages about themselves. As hooks, (1 990, p. 157) states, "...one of the 

deepest expressions of our internalization of the colonizers' mentality has been 

self censorship...". The power of norms in society and the censoring of oneself 
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to be part of the norm is reflected in many participants' comments. Some 

participants viewed certain physical qualities possessed by "Canadians" as 

more desirable than Asian physical characteristics: 

Q: Okay, what about you G, what do you think? If you had a magic wand and 
could change anything about the Chinese here in Richmond what would it be? 
G: Put ali the Chinese in like, they become Canadian. 
Q: What does become a "Canadian" mean? 
G: Their skin like Canadian. Their hair like Canadian. 
F, G: [Interject excitedly, spaak at same time] "Yeah!" 
F: Blonde, 
Q: Would you like to have blonde hair? 
F: White skin. 
Q: Would you iike to have bionde hair? [referring to F] 
F: Yeah! 

Self censorship appears to work at a conscious and unconscious 

level with some of the participants. In order to feel accepted in the 

Canadian milieu one female participant "F" remarked: "I'm scared. I'm 

scared that the Canadians don't like me, so I make myself nicer, 

friendlier." In the following example other participants appear to have 

"internalized racist dominant culture attitudes about Chinese. 

Many participants feit certain social qualities of 'Canadians" and aspects 

of "Canadian" culture were superior. In the example which follows participants 

first mention that "Canadians" are better because the streets of Canada are 

cleaner. The participants then speak of certain personality characteristics that 

"CanadiansJi possess which they perceive lacking in people from Hong Kong: 

K: I think the Canadians is better. 
H: You can see many garbage from Hong Kong and the road and the street. 
I : Yeah, lots of garbage. 
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K: {Unckar] 
Q: Okay now you're saying, correct me if I'm wrong, so you're saying 
Canadians are better? 
J, K: Yeah. 
Q: How are they kttef? 
J: Like their personafity. 
Q: Their personatities are better? 
J: Like they stuff like say, if you do something wrong they just say nice try, but in 
Hang Kong they will just get mad at you. 
K: How come you do that? And in the morning when you see him, he always 
say: How are you and hi. In Hong Kong, no. 
Q: So, okay so. .. 
I :  And they help. 
Q: So Tf I go to Hong Kong they won't help? 
Group: No, 
K: You've got to pay for it. 

Other participants also felt "Canadians" were "better" but one participant 

added that she felt Chinese were smarter: 

G: Canadians are better than Chinese because Chinese just working. They 
don't like sports, some like sports, and in China they just farming , cleaning the 
house, they don't do anything. 
Q: Do you think Chinese me generally smarter than Canadians or what? 
E: No, nut eveqdmdy. 
Q: Not everyone, okay. 
E: Only a IWe bit 
€2: A littie btt. 
F: Chinese people is smarZer than the Canadian because Chinese people 
have €0 use their brain, 'cause they have to make more money. 

certain scciai qc-raiities, some partkipants appear to have 'intemaSited" 

stereotypes held by many members of the daminant culture about Chinese. 

Self censorship appears to create a ground work that enaMes racist messages 
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The desire by some "establisfted" Chinese ESL students to have 

their peers fit "Canadian" norms in one schooi extends to "games" played 

rn the ckssroom- frt one of the participants' schmis, some grade four 

and five ESL students were caught playing a "game" they called "Good 

Guy, Bad Guy? fn this "game" some Chinese ESL students who have 

k e n  in Canada for some bme hide books, steai materials and generally 

wfMtEy harass Vmse ESL stwknts who are new to the country. After a 

year or so of this kind of harassment the "Bad Guy" becomes a "Good 

Gqf and is able to carry oft this injfiation ritual with the next set of 

mcomers. T k  harassment that t i e  "Good Guys" inflict upon the "Bad 

GwysA 'Es mt unlike $he dkmatig treatmmt t.ht some new ESL students 

receive from some "Canadians." Similarly, some ESL female grade 

-en students have eompfa:ned to me about certain former ESL 

wtw share tfreir first language that pretend not to understand 

m. As me of the m p l a i n a m  said to me about a former ESL 

S-, "She thinks she is more tiire Canadian now-" 

the "m" was wry important fo m e  pafticipam. Some 

r abiiiq to be part of the norm was being impeded by the 

in RiicrClmofird+ As one participant 'K" said referring to 

im RmOlsxd, *I don4 think Ism so happy because now in Richmond it's 

d Ptse W P a f l R s *  perceptions of the numbers of Chinese in 
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Canada were grossly inflated. The exaggerated perception of the number of 

Chinese in Canada might have come from their parents. The parents' 

perception of the numbers of Chinese in the Lower Mainland, like their 

chiidrens' perception, however, might also in part be due to the "internalization" 

of the dominant culture's growing fear of the number of Chinese immigrants in 

Canada: 

Q: What if you had a magic wand, a magic stick, if you could change anything 
about Canada, or Canadians, what would it be? 
A: Only one thing? or tons of things? 
Q: Whatever you want. 
A: No crimes, no robberies, and not as many Chinese coming. 
Q: You wouldn't want as many Chinese coming? 
A: Haft of Canada is afmost Chinese. 
Q: Do you think that, realiy? 
D: Yeah ... 

It appears that many participants strongly desired to be part of 

Canadian norms in terms of physical and social characteristics, numbers, 

and social conventions such as the "appropriate" display of wealth. 

Many participants also wanted Mandarin and Cantonese, as well as 

other tanguages, as subjects for study in school. Some participants 

during "member checks" mentioned they wanted Chinese books and 

greater representation of teachers of Chinese ancestry in their school. 

Some participants in addition to wanting Chinese in Richmond to speak 

English welt, wanted Canadians to speak "Chinese" as well as having 

"Chinese" as an officiai third language: 

J: Uh, I wilt just [take] the magic wand to make the Chinese people to 

34 
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speak perfect Eng!ish, okay and that Canadian can speak perfect 
Chinese. 
€2: Oh, okay. 
J: Or can writefchinese]. 
1: And Chinese be a third language. 
Q: A third language? 
1: in Canada. 

A few participants however, had mixed feelings as to whether relations 

would improve between speakers and non speakers of Mandarin and 

Cantonese. One participant felt little if anything could be done to improve race 

relations between Chinese and 'Canadians" because "Canadians" judged 

Chinese as a whole by the bad actions of a few. "G" said, "If the Chinese are 

bad or the Canadians are bad the Canadians don't like the bad Chinese people 

and they think all the Chinese are bad". 

In order to better understand why participants have made 

comments associated with "internatized racism I introduce my analysis 

of the findings with a review of existing literature related to "internalized" 

racism. As a result of the scarcity of existing theory on the social 

arrangements that precipitate the "internalizing" of racist messages, I 

have woven together some of the ideas of Lave and Wenger, Blumer, 

Foucault, Freire and Bakhtin to create an interpretive framework. My 

interpretive framework emphasizes the ideas of Bakhtin's socio-cultural 

approach to mediated action, Freire's theory of "adhesion" and 

Fottcauit's examination of the Panopticon. The works of Foucault, 

Bakhtin and Freire appeared to best explain how and why the 

"internalizationn was occurring in the educational system without 
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distorting what the prtictpants had said. 

I will begin the analysis by first arriving at some working definitions of 

race and racism. My analysis begins with race and racism in order to shed light 

on the connection between the concepts of race and racism and the 

experiences of participants "internalizing" dominant culture messages about 

themselves. 
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Chapter Ill 

COMPETiNG VOICES 

Although various social theorists, (Fanon, 1952; Erikson, 1968; 

freire, 1993) have discussed the notion of "internalized" racism, as a 

result of their own observations, no research based information was 

found. A review of the 1971 -1 994 education, sociology, psychology and 

social work literature uncovered no research on children identified as 

ESL learners and "internalized" racism, or similar terms. Conceptually 

related literature, however, exists on internal colonialism, (Perley, 1993; 

Welch, 1988; Maldonado, 1979, van den Berghe, 1978). Internal 

colonialism describes systemic conditions where "internalized racism 

has operated. As well, many other social scientists identify in some 

detail the psychological effects of "internalizing" messages about one's 

cultural group from the dominant culture and other sources. Marin 

f1993), in his analysis of the influence acculturation has on familialism 

and self identification among Hispanics, argues acculturation provides 

new information about behaviors and attitudes. The new behaviors and 

attitudes learned from the dominant culture modifies Hispanics' attitudes 

towards their own group and promotes changes in seif identification that 

remove them from their own group and closer to more positively 

perceived groups. Aboud and Doyle (1993) explored the relati~nship 

between ethnic identity and self concept in white and black children. As 
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part of their results they came to no conclusion regarding why some 

black children were in favor of their cultural group while others were 

biased against it. The previously mentioned social theorists focus on the 

effects these sometimes racist messages have on participants or 

sections of particular societies. They do not explore in any depth the 

social arrangements that precipitate !n group identification or racist self 

perceptions. These studies also do not discuss how these voices 

became "internalized". Fanon (1 967), in his seminal work, Black Skin 

White Mask (1967, p. 147) recognizes the effects of dominant culture 

texts in shaping the identity and cultural self perception of children. He 

also acknowledges the "internalized" racism some children express 

towards themselves and other black people of African ancestry (1967, p. 

153). However, he does not explain in any detail the process of 

"internalizing" racist messages other than to say: 

When the Negro makes contact with the white world, a certain sensitizing 
action takes place. If his (sic) psychic structure is weak, one observes the 
collapse of the ego. The blackman stops behaving as an actional 
person. The goal of his behavior will be the Other (in the guise of the 
white man), for The Other alone can give him worth (Fanon, 1967, p. 
1 54). 

As Aboud and Doyle (1 993, p. 58) state: we need to know more about the 
sources of information used by young children to inform them about their 
ethnicity and their ethnic status in the ethnic status hierarchy of their 
community, how they interpret such information, and how the need for 
approval influences the integratkm of such information into the self 
concept. 

One of the sources of information participants use to inform them about 

their ethnicity and ethnic status are the dominant culture's construction of race. 
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An examination af race and racism seems necessary in order to understand 

how participants' sense of exclusion from the educational setting is related to 

the dominant culture's construction of race. 

Race, for many is an unproblematic construct. One is simply one's race. 

a member of one of the four racial categories, white, yellow, red, black or a 

mixture of these groups. The notion that race is somehow innate, however, fails 

to explain what is meant by race in two ways: first, it does not take into account 

the social and historical complexities that inform the construct of race; second, it 

denies the performative aspect of race, that is the social conditions that 

individuals and groups must manage that often give conflicting and inconsistent 

meanings and identities (Omi / Winant, 1993). In the following discussion I will 

briefly expand my critique of race as innate as well as explore the performative 

aspects of race. I will also explain my conception of race as it relates to my field 

work. I will accomplish this through framing my understanding of race largely 

through Goldberg's work on race as a political category and the "rationality" of 

racism. 

Race has often been viewed as a biologically determined category 

operating outside of history. The problem with this conceptualization is that it 

assumes there were discreet peoples at one time. Even if four separate races 

did exist there has been so much genetic drift over human history, "genetically 

pure" races do not exist. For example, it would also be difficult to categorize 

many Brazilians where historically there has been extensive mixing between 
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those of African, Spanish and First Nations ancestry. The genetic mixing in 

some Brazilian families extends to, within one family, brothers and sisters being 

seen as representatives of opposite racial types (Harris, 1968). The four color 

categories also do not account for the variety of racial interpretations a person 

may encounter based on the racial stereotypes a group may have of him or her. 

In my own case, my "race1' will be perceived differently depending on the 

country or for that matter the neighborhood I'm in and the people in my 

company. Race appears to be an amorphous construct that bends to peoples' 

prevailing conceptions of race at a given time. Ng (1993, p.51) points out that 

during the colonization of Canada the struggle between French and English 

was "perceived by themselves as the struggle between two "races". 

Furthermore Ng (1993) adds, while today people of Irish and Scottish descent 

in Atlantic Canada are seen as ethnic groups, they at one time interacted with 

each other as distinct races with identifiable characteristics. 

Although understandings of race have changed over time, race has 

never been illusory. Race thinking has historically been one of the foundations 

of social organization and identity formation. How can one ignore the present 

effects of race thinking and acting on our every day lives? Race is an integral 

part of identities. Its conceptual power rests in its ability to define people as self 

and other in various socio-historical settings. it has informed conceptualizations 

of socla! refat!ons by facilitating ufiderstandings of inciiision and exciusion. 

Goldberg (1993) contends that in o r h i  for :ace to facilitate unbeistanbings of 

inclusion and exclusion it must be almost empty as a construct. It is a social 

relation with an amorphous nature that has to do with how people define 
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themseives and how they are to participate in society (Ng 1993). Race's 

continued salience over time has rested in its capacity for extending 

understandings of group formation. It appears that the concept of race has 

been woven into the social conditions of the time. Race seems to operate as a 

chameleon-like social construct. Its meaning and specific designations are 

contextually informed by the history of the social setting and the histories of the 

actors engaged in the setting. The range of "race" references is broad. 

Goldberg contends that they function most clearly as a, "form of imagined 

groupings" (Goldberg, 1993, p. 82). Race as "imagined groupings" suggests 

that conceptions of race are socially and linguistically constructed and that 

historical and material conditions have aided peoples "imaginings". 

The state, including schools, may be implicated in managing established 

and creating new racial distinctions. Creating racial formations involves 

structurally determining groups into a racialized form that previously lacked 

them. By doing so, race serves to define who is part of the norm and who isn't. 

Race as a concept is related to "prevailing conceptions of self and otherness, of 

acceptability and excludability" (Goldberg, 1993, p. 89). But what is self and 

otherness and acceptance and exclusion presently based upon and how is this 

basis justified? In order to answer this question I will explore how racism is 

related to rationality and classification. 
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Classification and the Rationalitv of Racism 

In order for racialized discourse to occur there must be a number of 

factors which reflect a structure of power which includes the dominant culture's 

values and dispositions. It is the power relations between subjects as 

determined by their particular social history that creates racialized categories. 

For example, the terms Indian, Hindu, Indo-Canadian and South Asian all 

identify a group with ancestral links to India. These labels, however, are based 

upon different understandings of power relations. These power relations reflect: 

classification, order, value and hierarchy; differentiation and identity, 

discrimination and identification; exclusion, domination, entitlement and 

restriction (Goldberg, 1993). The power relations that these terms name are 

embedded in present social discourses. Racialized expression has been 

normalized. It has been normalized primarily through the scientific drive to 

classify. The scientific method catalogues, establishes an ordering of 

information. Ordering and classifying presupposes valuing. Underlying 

ordering and classifying is an assumption of what is to be described and 

explained that is reflective of a particular world view. That which is important or 

not important to a particular world view will be ordered and classified in 

particular ways. An example of how "valuing" is embedded in ordering and 

classifying and reflective of a particular world view was a professionally 

produced poster I saw in a Vancouver elementary school. The poster which 

was placed in the school library proclaimed the richness and wonder of the 

world's languages. Eight European languages were labelled with non 
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European languages designated as "other". The school's population is largely 

made up of students of Chinese and South Asian ancestry. 

The scientific method of the Western world has long figured as "the" 

understanding of rationality. The employment of rational thinking has 

historically been taken as the mark of civilized humanity. Historically, 

anthropology began to order, zfassiFy razes into a hierarchy: of course t b  race 

doing the classifying was at the apex. Creating hierarchal classifications of 

race has never been irrational; it has been embedded in "rationality" and 

continues to be so. 

Although the principle of racial hierarchy has been largely abandoned by 

social theorists, racial classification by difference has not. What is to be 

considered different is informed by the socio-cultural framework of the person or 

group. Discrimination between races is not necessariiy racist. It is only when a 

particular way of viewing the world becomes exclusive, will not entertain and 

negotiate with competing world views that racial differentiation becomes racist. 

Racism does not have to contain a reference to "color* differences. Exclusion of 

names, clothes, language, customs and other present expressions of race may 

be an imrricit outcome of "rationaln deliberation in a social domain such as, 

fegislation, economics or pedagogy. It has been my observation as an ESL 

teacher that some non Chinese teachers interpret some Chinese parents from 

Hong Kong or Taiwan as emotionally negligent parents because of different 

understandings of parent-chiid iove. instead of participating in various 

interactive activities with their child such as baseball and hockey or giving them 

"free time", some Chinese parents show their love by lavishing their ct7ifd with 
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norm As discussed in the findings there is a tremendous power imbalance 

between members of W e  "dominanr culture and the ESL student in terms of 

wlitwat!y r&iedlve curriculum, texts, and teaching staff and feelings of cultural 

eqlrafity in the scWi setting. Not being part of the "norm" has, I believe, led 

them Ilr, consider tkmseives most often in terms of king "other." Many of the 

mesages they receive about tkmsetves from the dominant culture have been 

negative. The- behaviors I have noted in the classruurn and inferred from the 

interviews appear to eonf~rm this sense of exclusivity and are what 1 would term 

symptoms of this *otherness." The question then to be asked is, how are these 

messages learned ? 

The Socio-Cukural formation of Setf: Learnina as Partici~ation 

Historically, psychobgists saw learning as a process where information 

is internalized, somehow absorbed and assimilated through discovery or 

interaction (Lave and Wenger, f 990). The relationship between the learner and 

the tworid, however, remained unexamined. 

Lave and Wenger (1990) contend that learning is a feature of practice 

which might be present in a variety of activities. Participation emphasizes the 
-.  

connectedness between person, world, activity, meaning, cognition, learning 

Learning. Winicing and k m h g  are pr~d~ic ts  of social interaction in a smia!ly 

and culturally structured world. One's perception of the world is mediated 

through activities. Meaning and ttte social relationships within this perception 
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are produced, reproduced and changed within the course of activity which 

inciudes speech and thought but is reducible to neither, (Lave and Wenger 

1990, p.51). It is important to know how participants gain meaning in their 

environment because the things to which they are responding to are being 

informed by a new sei of culturally laden meanings. The new cultural meanings 

do not override what they have been brought up with but one must question 

how much contestation there is between existing and new cultural views in the 

classroom. 

When participants participate in class activities, meanings are handled 

and modified through an interpretive process. Biumer, (1 969) argues that this 

process of interpretation has two steps. First, the participants point out that 

which has meaning. That which has meaning for the participants is informed by 

their socio-cultural history and the competing norms of the dominant culture. 

f he a d  of !ndicating is an "inter~alized" socia! process in thet each participant is 

interacting with him or herself. In effect, the participants engage in a process of 

communication with themselves. The second step, is that in the act of 

communicating with themselves, interpretation becomes a matter of handling 

meanings. The participants check, select, regroup and transform the meanings 

in respect to the context and the direction of their action. Interpretation is a 

formative process in which meanings are used and revised as instruments for 

the guidance of action. I would like to emphasize that although it is 

questionable how much choice, if any, is involved in pointing out things that 

have meaning, and consequently the degree and shape of Blumer's 

"internalized" social process, it appears that systems of relations are produced 
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and reproduced by participants. Consequently, these relations in a sense 

define the participants as well as being defined by the participants engaging in 

them. The activities in the classroom are reflective of a particular world view. 

Participants engage in the various activities in the school setting, interpret the 

activity which in turn guides their actions. Learning is participation and through 

this activity identity changes as a resuit of these systems of relations (Lave and 

Wenger 1990). When participants identify themselves with dominant culture 

norms such as those identified in the findings, (beauty, courtesy, piety) they 

come to know part of themselves as members in the dominant culture. 

Unfortunately, they see few competing expressions of their culture in the media 

and the educational setting as part of Canadian culture. White 1 have focused 

on the preeminence of messages from the dominant culture shaping the identity 

of study participants, this does not negate the resiliency and influence of the 

participants' own culturat messages or other competing voices. The competing 

world views reflect the complexity of understanding issues of race in the 

educational setting. McCarthy (1990), contends that issues of racial inequality 

cannot be adequately understood without considering how class and gender 

interact with issues of race. McCarthy puts forward a non synchronous 

approach to the study of inequality in schools. The non synchronous approach 

Werts us to the fact that different race-class-gender groups not only have 

quaiiiativeiy different experiences in =hmis biri actually eiiisi lri eriii~iiiiriti~e 

Eemions often engage In COiTi~tiihi? with each other, feceiiie dHerm: forms of 

rewards, sanctions ;urd evabation, and are ultimately structured into differential 

futures* (McCarthy, 1990, p. 95). The comptex system of relations in the 
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educational setting means that an interpretivist approach similar to that found in 

the work of Spring (1985) and McCarthy (1990) is needed in order to 

understand the various determinants of power in the school setting. In regard to 

the participants, however, i question the strength and pervasiveness of non 

dominant culture world views. If these competing world views had any great 

currency amongst participants and their peers why did 1 as researcher hear the 

symptoms of exciusion: self censorship and the privileging of particular 

physical and social qualities possessed by "Canadiansn, "internalizing" racist 

stereotypes and the desire to have greater cuitural representation in schools at 

a systemic level? In the diverse social environment of the school, what kind of 

people are the participants becoming? How successfully can they become full 

participants when their languages, histories and general world views are not 

represented by the educational establishment? Equal representation in the 

educational establishment can only occur through culturally representative 

curriculum, text and teachers. 

In order to better understand how and why participants "internalize" racist 

messages I will use the ideas of social theorists, Foucault, Freire and Bakhtin to 

shape an interpretive framework. I will relate participants' comments and some 

of the messages from the Chinese community in the Lower Mainland to 

Foucault's exploration of disciplinary power, Freire's "adhesionn theory and 

Bakhtin's examination of tanguage and its relationship to identity. While these 

t l h w  tburists are not generally associated with each otber they each provide a 

link in the chain of understanding how racist messages are "internalized" by 

participants. Foucctutt's examination of the panopticon provides a metaphor for 
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the way in which dominant culture norms discipline or shape the participants' 

world view. The overwhelming power of these norms extends to the point 

where the participants carry the gaze of the dominant culture with them. Freire's 

"adhesion" theory is a clear articulation of the effect carrying these norms have 

on participants' identities as they become overseers of their own and others 

behavior. The participants wishing to be part of the norm come to understand 

that to be "Canadian" is to act like a "Canadian". In part to act like a "Canadian" 

is to mimic their racist attitudes. The work of linguist Bakhtin provides a 

framework to understand how through language participants privilege and 

"internalize" some of the racist messages In their environment. 

Panopticism, and the Construction of ldentitv 

Foucault (1977) describes the mechanics of power that 

communities and institutions exert. He provides a genealogical description of 

social controlling practices which he traces back to the birth of incarceration 

systems in the nineteenth century. His purpose is to unearth the historical 

changes that have shaped individuals' views of themselves and their 

relationships to modem institutions. His goal was to gain greater understanding 

Qf the interaction between competing varieties of power I knowledge structures. 

The disciplinary power manifested in these institutions shapes individuals 

through practices that are normative and normalizing in their effect (Hall and 

Miifitrd, 1994). In regard to the education system the "rationality" inherent in its 

nsrrnative gaze by its nature disqualifies other bodies of knowledge which do 
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not fit its view of what is to be described and explained in the world. The 

sensibility that a particular rationality is common to, "is part of the centralizing 

powers which are finked to the institution and functioning of an organized 

scientific discourse" (Foucault, t9801 p.84). Foucault identifies hierarchal 

observation, normalizing judgment and regulatory practices such as testing, as 

technologies in education which forge docile bodies in order ii-rai they may be 

transformed and "improved". In order to best understand how normalizing 

judgment operates generally in society, and specifically in regard to educational 

systems, Foucault explores a nineteenth century invention, the Panopticon, as a 

metaphor for the effects of disciplinary technology. 

Panopticism as explained by Foucault (1 977) describes how disciplinary 

power operates in society. Discipline is a type of power comprising a set of 

instruments, techniques and procedures. It may be used by "specialized" 

institutions or by existing authorities ti reinforce or reorganize mechanisms of 

power. This particular r.otion of power is taken from a form of architecture, the 

panopticon, which was described as the perfect disciplinary mechanism for 

obsewing, recording and training. This architecture, best illustrated by a type of 

prison, was characterized by a circular building in which the interior of the cells 

woufd face towards a viewing tower in the center of the structure. The viewing 

tower's windows were designed so that the guards cctuld not be seen by the 

pr~sows. Each of the ptismers'mfk was itlumimteb by a window at the end 

oi ik chamber creating an outline of the prisoner. The panopticon offered a 

logic ROf: oniy uf effickncy but of normalization. The prisoners would never 

know when they were being observed; any deviation from the prevailing 
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rationality or norms in this controlled distribution could be immediately detected 

and corrected. The punishment of discipiinary technology relies on the penalty 

of the norm. Rather than a simple bifurcation between the permitted and 

forbidden, disciplinary power is gradated between poles of positive and 

negative (Hail and Millard, 1994). 

In the education system dominant culture norms are privileged and 

competing discourses penalized through the absence of culturally reflective 

text, teaching staff and the absence of time spent learning curricula that reflect 

their cultural interests. The world of the ESL students interviewed appears to 

be one they walk through, rapidly acquiring a new panoptic halo. This halo 

amounts to a world view of a very new set of social relations. This is not a 

process without cotiisions, scrapes and bruises. Cultural conflict between 

existing and new worfd views becomes exacerbated in the parent-child arena. 

The sWents' ability to chmse t k l r  =!a! world In the schuo! environment is 

largely curtailed by the educationat setting, unlike their parents, who are often 

able to maintain cuitumtiy similar work and social retalionships. The effect of 

the logic of a panuptic halo and panoptic technology in general is self 

surveillance to the point of diminishing the wish to commit wrong (Foucault, 

1980, p. 155). 

In regard to the students who were interviewed the effects of normative 

discipfines are evident Some participants appear to have "internalized" 

various negative stereotypes of Chinese. Many participants perceived Chinese 

in Canada as a group who are uniformly wealthy, and account for a large 

percentage of ttre Canadian population. Participants felt this made them, as a 
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cultural group, not part of the Canadian norm and consequently incurred the 

resentment of "Canadians", a group seen as Caucasian. Some students take 

on responsibility for the racism because certain members of the Chinese 

community "do not know the rules" and consequently attract unwanted attention. 

The participants who resent those who "do not know the rules" sometimes 

become overseers of their peers' behavior. This is evident in the desire by 

some participants to have other Chinese not drive expensive cars, live in large 

houses and speak their language "foudly" in public. 

The panopticon and the panoptic world the participants find themselves 

in serves as a metaphor for the ways in which a particular norm of a given 

rationality shapes an indIvidualls social functioning. In the educational system, 

students interact daily with numerous "norms" which "discipline" them. 

Dominant culture "normsn may vary in kind from academic and "beauty", as in 

the example of the prev!ous!y mentioned participant effacing he: own Asian 

features, to various types of cultural knowledge. Norms classify, specialize and 

hieiarchize. Students are subject to these disciplines. They are at such a 

pervasive, often invisible, level that, when one defies these imbalances of 

power, the transgression is often placed at the foot of morality rather than seen 

as a set of "physico-political techniques" (Foucault, 1975, p. 223). The 

normative disciplines that participants are subject to in the education system 

atso appear to be felt by many rnembs of the Chinese mnmunity In the Lower 

Mainland. A case in point is a translated editorial in the Vancouver Sun 

(September 1 f th., 1995. p. A i )  from the Ming Pao Daily News, one of 

Vancouver's major Chinese newspitpers. Chinese leaders (sic) told Ming Pao 
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that Greater Vancouver's ethnic Chinese should re-evaluate their own 

potentially annoying habits. The paper quoted these leaders suggesting ways 

the Chinese community could avoid upsetting non-Chinese. They suggested 

that members of the Chinese community should, "avoid speaking Chinese 

loudly in mixed language settings, avoid picking ears or cutting nails in 

public.. .avoid building a big house or buying a fancy car to flaunt wealth". 

"Adhesion" to the Oggressor 

Freire (1993) in his work Pedaqoqv of the Og~ressed discusses the 

relationship between the oppressed and oppressor. One of the permutations of 

this relationship in the initial stages of liberation, Freire contends, is the 

tendency of "adhesion" by the oppressed to the oppressor, "...the oppressed 

instead of striving for liberation tend themselves to become oppressors or sub 

oppressors. The very structure of their thought has been conditioned by the 

contradictions of the concrete existential situation by which they were shaped" 

(FreireJ993, p. 27). The oppressed, the author contends, internalize the image 

of the oppressor: they are not yet able to clearly objectify them outside of 

themselves. They are fearful of freedom, for freedom would require them to 

eject this image and replace it with autonomy and responsibility. The 

internalized duality of oppressed and oppressor does not allow for an authentic 

existence. Comments made by participants in the study and in my classroom 

over the years appear to support the notion of a process of "adhesion" to those 

who oppress. In the findings the desire for "adhesion" is to the point where one 
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student privileges non Asian physical characteristics such as hair and eye color 

and feels she must censor herself out of fear that "Canadians" will not like her. 

Internalization of the image of the oppressor appears to extend itself to the point 

where a participant says, "I don't like the Chinese". Since language is the 

primary participatory tool, and by this I mean that it is central to the interpretive 

process of handling meanings, it is necessary to look at the role of the utterance 

in communication so that more light may be shed on learning and the 

construction of the participants' identity. 

Competinq Voices: The Role of the Utterance, Voice, Ventriloquation, 

Dialoaicality and Privileqinq in the Construction of ldentiw 

The linguist Bakhtin offers a number of critical insights into the nature of 

language and its effect on the construction of identity through his analysis of the 

utterance. His insights help explain why and how some participants have 

censored themselves, privileged certain social and physical characteristics 

possessed by "Canadiansw, "internalized" racist stereotypes and desired 

greater cultural representation in schools at a systemic level. Bakhtin holds 

that, whether spoken or written, the utterance always comes from a particular 

socio-cultural view. ft Is mntextualized within a historical, cultural, institutional, 

and individuaf setting (Molt, 1990). 

When peuple communicate with each other it is not simply an A to B 

transmission. The type of response given in a dialogue will be shaped by who 

is doing the speaking and who is being addressed, or in Bakhtin's terms, 

addfessivity. Addressivity is where every utterance is associated with at least 
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two voices. For exarnpfe, the voice of the teacher in the classroam is in part 

reflective of the institrrtionat outlook embedded in teacher training, as welt as a 

muftitude of other voices the teacher has "internaked* in the scho~l  

environment. The voice exists within a social milieu. The listener of this 

dialogism is also decoding the meaning and actively responding to it. She 

agrees or disagrees, using various knowledge constructs, and prepares a 

response. The response reflects a multidimensionality of other voices or 

cflalog~cality; voices that have arisen fmm knowledge constructs such as texts 

or social interactions. In effect, the process of communication is an act of 

ventriloquism where one speaks through another. The kind of utterance used 

reflects the sphere or genie the language represents (Emerson and Holquist, 

1981). 

In the case of many ESL participants, which might inciude some of the 

study participants, they must adopt the culturally different educational speech 

genre of the teacher, othenntise many of their answers will not appear to make 

sense. For example, the ESL student who retdls a story by beginning at the 

climax and then provides t k  details of the story such as the setting and 

character descriptions at t k  end confuses the teacher- Students who are able 

to match the way in which the daminant culture's ideas are categorized and 

expressed are rewarded in the present educational setting. Students who 

deviate from dominant ciitkrie norms in how they organize arid express 

information learn to censor themselves in order to succeed. The act of 

venttiloquatron becomes increasingljc based on an exciusive s@t of voices, 

largely reflective af the ~ i ~ n t  cubre. What is still lindear, bwwerl is how 
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ratiomi mice does mt limit itself to the school setting but extends to many 

sociat seftings. The end effect of privileging a voice can be the silencing ~f 

other voices. A question which then arises is, how does the dialogic 

organization of inwc speech shape expressive speech? 

The Socialization of Mental Functioninq 

'aertsch's (1993) conwption of the "internalizationn of voice is closely 

Imagine a dia!ogtre of two persons in which the statements of the second 
speaker are omitted, in such a way that the general overall sense is 
not vio!at&. f Re mxmd speaker is present invisibly, his words are not 
there, but deep traces left by these words have a determining influence 
on ail the present and wkibte words of the first spltker. We sense this 
is a conversatm, although only one person is spaking, and it is a 
conversation of the most: intense kind, for each pe sen€ uttered word 
r~~ and reacts witti its every f iber to the Invisible speaker, points to 
something ifself, beyorid its own limits, to ttte unspoken words of 
a,mShe~pwr! ( fXMp 0-197) 

in Mich the wkrb assists her chifd.. Over the murse of the 

mned h a com fom in expessive speech. What appeared in the 
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chifd's overt speech were the "answers," not the questions. The questions were 

presupposed. (Wertsch, 1991, p. 85). Wertsch contends that the primary reason 

these utterances appear to be answers is that they mediate the action in ways 

which are similar to utterances in earlier exchanges that were replies to overt 

questions. Vlfeertsch posie Vygotsky's writings which in his view suggest that the 

guestions to which the answers relate occur in inner speckt (t-ertsch, 1991, p. 

90). 

Bakhtin's conception of dialogicality suggests that what becomes 

incorporated into or presupposed A i y  an utterance are voices that operated on 

the expressive speech level. The issue, as Wertsch states, ''is how one voice 

comes into contact with another, thereby changing the meaning of what it is 

saying by becoming increasingly diafogical or multivoicecj" (Wertsch, 1 991 , p. 

90). The word w w  haif someone else's and summons Bakhtin's question 

of, "who is doing the talking ?" In regard to the dialogues between mother and 

child, it would appear that both the child and the adutt are speaking. The 

meaning of the child's utterances in effect reflect the outside interference of 

another's voice. 

The excknge & infma~un between the adutt and chiid also reflects the 

mfe of the adult's utterances as a thinking toof for the child. As quoted by 

Weflsch, totman states, "the text of the two participants' utterances is, "a 

mbfk space in Mlch hmyag~s  Enterad, interfere, and organize themselves 
-. 

hirsrarchicaiw (VVemh, 15991, p. 9i). me influence of this exmnge as 

Wertsch points out, m r s  primarily from the adu# to the chiid, although this 

does mt ruk olrt the influence of the chiM on ttte aduk But if one takes into 



account Lotman's notion of hierarchical language organization, the focus of 

change is in the child's &inking and speech. This brings us back to Bakhtin's 

idea of authority and text, for it was the child's utterances that changed as they 

increasingly reflected the hidden dialcqicality that came from incorporating the 

mother's meanings into k r  own. The issue of "awritafive voice," then, comes 

to mean, "the ways in w M  the dynamics beWeien two voices are pky& out as 

they come into contacr (Wertsch, 1991, p. 92 ). 

Thus far we can see a process in which authoritative texts and privileged 

voices in expressive speech become presupposed on the inner speech plane. 

Study participants, like the toddler in Wertschs analysis of the dialogue 

between mother and child, appear to express the *answersu to the "questions" 

they hear daiiy. The "answersu are of course the racist comments they have 

"internallzecf" and are expressing about their own cuRurai group. "tnternalizedw 

racism appears to be a symptom af 11ving in an environment where one's sense 

of wNura1 legitimacy is diminished relative to the a ~ r i t a t i w e  voice of the 

dominant witwe. The voice of the dominant culture is heard not only through 

peers who fit the cutturai norms but also by new Canadian studenl who 

clfesperaefy wish to be part af the scxM and cultural norms. The voices of those 

w b  represent cuttlaai m s  encamter few if any competing d i r s e s  at the 

iW\/idmf or ilrr~Mutional i d .  



The ESt study participants' experiences in the educational system 

appear to be iargeiy predcaied on feelings d excIusion. ExcIusion IS the 

operatmg basis for systemic and "individually experienced" racism. Not uniike 

sexism, the racism experienced at the systemic level is not based upon an 

active hatred of groups sharing similar hateful views but is rather based upon a 

ratbnatity that by tfs nature orders and classifies according to certain rules, 

whkh reffect a patzicllhr walw system held in common by a particular group. 

fn the case af the ESL study p a ~ i p a n t s  tt: means emntetirtg voices that are 

not theirs or reflective of their world view. The participants appear to waik 

tttr~ugtf a wm!d *-Me !-by have !M!e of m smse of ?bm&es d i k r  t h r !  tP&y 

are part of the largest visibte minority in the Richmond area. They are very 

aware af not confmmbg domirant dture mnns and are s l o q f y  inffmnced 

by the normaiizing judgments of the dominant culture in whtch they are 

mrnersed Participants' desire to fit in to "Canadian" society extends to the 

pant where m e  pmpm cemx wha they are cutturafly. Tkir view of 

system and Richmond is distorted and has been 

'"rertefnalizet;F ta the p n t  m e  befieue the racist stemtypes a!mut 

~ r n ~ ~ .  These stereotypes r;aciude the views that the Chinese are 

maformv wealthy,, tftnere are too many Chinese in Richmond, and that certain 

same" poses make ttrem better akhwgh Chinese 
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seven students A paratfef Mandarin or Cantonese language program could be 

estabirsheci as part of the curriculum, or initially as a before or after school 

program. Teachers could also create units on Hong Kong or Taiwan and use 

t k i r  students as subject experts. Presentiy in many scftooi districts First Nation 

cufturai workers visit s c b i s  on a regular basis to work with First Nation 

students. Through discussion and hands on activities they exptcre their 

heritage. A paraikf pragrarn could be used with other minoriv students. 

Cultural workers fepresenwtive of the particular childrens' group could make 

rq-"iar +its ta %*-b to dwrs ai-d ergp in amtities that e@ore it 

means to be of a g i m  minor9 gfotip in the Canadian context. issues of 

*rrrrternalitedm racism could be d i r d y  addressed through the cultural worker 

discrrssing her or his own experiences. f he sensitivity of the topic merits a 

facilitator w b  has some direct experience with racism in the Canadian 

edwatrml system aracf "Irzternalltecf" racism. 

fn the ciassrm, the ezbserx=e of cuRurally r&elwtive text is perhaps the 

easiest point w h e  t e c b s  can win to address the pfobiern of students' 

"iHemaiizing" racM messages. Ttm prams can begin with discussions with 

the school libarian m r n i n g  the acquisitlan of cutturaliy reflective text. 

St and teadxxs can akm areate their urn texts.. f tte process of creating 

fw studem s ttre graxss of students and teachers u m d q  the themes 

tion, wrtseq- students and teachers 

t t s e y a r e ~ i n a n d ~ t ~ M ~ n a n t u  

argn andi validity in their lives- The focus of these 
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suggested exercises is as much on the teacher and his or her authority as 

expressed by color, gender, class and sexual orientation as the students. My 

experience with participants asking me about my heritage indicates that how 

students construct their image of their instructor or interviewer as based on 

these qualities will affect how they respond to sensitive issues like "internalized" 

racism. Teachers can only teach as the people they are. It is important to 

remember that while visible minority students may be "internalizing" racist 

messages about themselves, the dominant culture teachers are "internalizing 

their own dominance and that they are part of the norm. At present i am not 

aware of any textual materials dealing with issues of race and racism that 

discuss "internaiizeb" racism. The texts which students and teachers can create 

privileges their uwn fives, their own voices. it can present to the students, and 

especially to the teacher another way of looking at the world. It has the potential 

*A kv .-r ,&ate "ix!erna!ky prsuasiw dialogue" that wil! create neut words, new 

associations for ttre teacher and students. If the students' own experiences can 

be s e n  as a priv&gd text thew is a possibitity that these voices will be one of 

the many voices drawn upon in other situations. While the study dealt with the 

experiences of elementary ESL students I have indlided a set of exercises for 

h @ k m f  t&ii6:clers since the process of 'internalizing" racism also applies to 

okw stkldmts* 

Ttris activrty is for elementary students and one I have tried with some 

.. Studen& and teacher keep a 'living" josrmal. A 'living" journal is a 
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note book where weekly experiences important to the student are recorded. 

The recording can take many forms. For example, a ticket stub from a movie, 

coins from a trip outside the cctuntry, pencil shavings to show how much work 

they've been doing on a project . The "codifications" are then shared every one 

or two weeks rn a group setting. The purpose is to allow students to share what 

rs happening in their lives rn a concrete way as well as to provide an indcator of 

the common themes shared amongst the students. The codifications allow the 

teacher and the student to see and hear the various messages. or in Bakhtin's 

terms, the voices, they are receiving in their environment. What students say 

and how they say it depends on who they are speaking to (addressivity). it is 

important for teachers to remernkr that their presence plays a key role in what 

is shared or not shared. Students are asked what the various or common 

themes have been rn during t k  sharing. These themes are then fed back to the 

students by tihe teacher in the form of one tx more probtems. T k  problem is to 

be solved through activities that involve language learning such as creating a 

sf@ for a play that is to be wdeotapeb- It is through writ jq and discussing the 

Was from the themes that students w i n  to analyze in more detail the nature 

and source d the voices tftey"ie hearing. A space has then been created where 

systemic; recognition can be given to m e  of the themes in skrdentsVives. A 

number of students in one group I worked with mentioned having to do 

hmseW c4rores as weft as rfisxsing the various outings they went on during 

the weekend. These themes were fed back to them in Vie fdlwing language 

grwem: Create a phy around one of the following two themes: 1)  A 

cbki r e l t l s e s  to dean his I trer isom every Saturday. Show how this problem 



couid be soived: 2) A child wants to go out w~th hisiher friends, the parents, 

however don't like the friends. How can this problem k resolved? Whether or 

not students ever discus issues around racial identity is not important Again, 

what is important is that a space is created where students can discuss and 

choose to work on ft-Ee tkrnes they mnsider meaningful and that the teacher be 

r&k%ve of !be& am Ws !hams. 

Another approach to create a venue for systerntc valfd~tgr of students' 

experiences is for teachers to wrrte stories that incti#ie some of the common 

adjustment experiences many new Canadian students experience coming to 

Canada. The cufturai adjustmeft2 experiences need not be the focus of the story 

but rather one af many different experiences characters hawe as part of an 

adwrrttire in Canada i have found that most interrnedmte students are wiiirng 

to discuss "teauy" topics irrke exprrences of ("rnterna_lird*) racism but appear 

more cornfortabk when Ks done wcasmaily and rn an indirect manner. 

A set of assignments li have created for grades seven to twelve, but 

haven't tried, revolve around students Becconstriictfng t M r  lives through the 

~ue;;ticm, "Whafs a gatxi lifer- After receiwrtg some imtrwt~on on the use of 

the e m  cofdet: studerrts ape to complete this five part askpnent 



sou~ce of the voices dominant cuitu;e and visible minority students have 

"inte~nalized". Students have an eppflunity to analyze why certain voices are 

privileged, evaluate theif validity and explore how these messages affect their 

fives.. 

Evaitrafion: A bref m e  page written refiection by the student and teacher on 

what he or she liked abut the video presentation, areas to be improved on, and 

what w s  special or irrtwesting in the presentation of the video. 

Part B: Write a brref ercplanatioq as to why you have chosen the images in your 

video to answer your understanding of wfiat a "good lifea is. To what degree 

have T. V., movies, computers. video games, books, radio influenced your 

understanding of the "good Me." You wif: be asked to present, explain 

infomatfy your ideas after your vidm has been shown to the dass. 

Evafuation: The written paper wilt be evaluated on: wganizatiun, punctuation, 

ckirity of ideas. 

Pafi D: w m  i iqnmeirp l :  

With a partner sompare and contrast the themes that emerged in your 

vidieos. Haw do you aaxml  for the similar'rties and dfferenas? 

Evariarabicrn: The wr&m paper will be evaluated on: organization, punctuation, 
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Presently, educational themes are based on a dominant culture 

peqxxtive of the world. As ESL students enter the educational system the 

kterqeneity of voices that swirt within each of them grows but becomes 

vqrwh& muted, as sn We case of many of the study prti:crpan&. At times 

theif voices %recome censored to ref k t  "acceptabte" voices, alirrwrng 

'"a-er Parl of s;ekres are confirmed, deemed. "to make sense" rf 

aspects af them fit with e x s ~ ~  m s .  it seems a screen JS where what 

stixtemts k m  can n to M p  them recognize what my k m w  and how 

have they m e  to kmw it The vicfect and ti-ie "living* journal become tcrols that 

aliw comparison.. A camparison with others and 'sthers" that may result rn 

esraplry differences bort orpe in; which spanners can be thrown by delving into why 
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f a y ,  y, I ~eceeveC three permission slips back and i cfonlrreaity see a 

heif of a lot of in ~ t o i n g  back many more. 11 fed  fqm mon a desperate, 

s f w  Wififium which begins with asking students to participate and then 

meficmte?~ Znts pleading and -g_ i guess tfii make cia with the few i do 

get back I'm getling a IW artxias about this. T k e s  s q m t i v e  monkey on 

my back screaming a total of seven interviews is sad social science, I'm not 

sure whether to ask if sf~~&?nts from another school in Richmond would like to 

parttcipate. If my students are apprehensive I don? see why some other kids 

wouid want to 'spill their gutse to a stranger. 

i asked one student wtw, is generaily pretty talkative why he was not interested 

in participating in the study. He hummed and hawed and generally looked a 

ia1e uncomfoWle, w I quickly tdd him if he didn't want to answer he didn't 

have to. 

& has taken three to four days of fWating arranging to find a place and a time 

in the scbot where I can actually conduct the interviews and take the students 

of f M r  cIaSS for an bur. We finally been aMe to arrange for ttwo periods in 

the LA. roam. I don? reatfir feel that cumfortable with mixing the students by 

gender and fanguage which is what I originally proposed but given that 

students and parents have agreed to a group interview 1 don't see any other 





refuw to answr any QWSDOR and then 

p € t ' W e  w&I h@& * W& $2- L!!!!!!! t k i  a w3'- tG f % $ ~  W& Eiy 

were wry open tew progressed The stM8nts were so 

int-WI that wo of fhem wanted to stay and 

continue throughi r e c e s s  anb ths war after an hour ar?d a hatf of dmussion 

begart I was xnitrafly C O R C ~ ~  that the boys would 

h I ham? relistened to the tape I 

@f the comments m e  G! the stm& made Itj, reginidrng wanting to 

Mtr anrf W e  eyes and not warning Chinese staff., When the 

Wt for r e c e s s  we studenf came back after leaving thns das and said 

VWUM p&er to pay Ganadian Kids bet they were not interested in 

I saki to her Wf what mkll ycu say if p u  heard that 

kids say, 7.b Chi- mer want to mix, they ahways stick to 

by dropping her mouth open in sutprise and 

mcSarmkag, "no way_" She not Hieve that CaMdi studerW would see 



m w r ~ t ' i o n  fw what seems forever I'm about ha# 

way through and w b a  rs stadrg out for me 1s my own authority in the 

be&rminaMlr in h w q  the paaicipants 

discuss atlittrdes towards each other and my interruptions to guide the 

I'm w-nq why I was so ps!s&mt 1 suppose 

me,, rn I t k t  conversatim there were very clear 

ersamgfes at! racism 

. i re;tBy wish D 5-tad $ftad mare partapants for ?his I feel the 

at p m r e % s ,  arab ily my ina&iiity to group them according to 

F greatty what was sard t couid sense 

at certain pants dunq ttle convecsatiQn a ~!4uctance to discuss 

Spoke to Celra ul regard to my poshvist monkey Mat's prodbifg. cajoling - 
n n e m ~ r n a e  . She asked if I fett my intervim were rich enough 

t a k i a a s t m d m  awn.. Yes they're rich but I know I'd fed a fittfe more 
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